Introducing The

Tri-Vortex
Technology
Treated

Air
Tamer

Creates a Clean,
Energetic & Structured Air Space
in Your Immediate &
Surrounding Environment

Being In The Flow
Welcome to The Air Tamer wearable air purifier that is now available as a unique Tri-Vortex
Technology treated item. The Air Tamer is visually pleasing, compact, ergonomically designed
and easily and silently concealed. The Air Tamer without the novel Tri-Vortex Technology
enhancement is used by those who suffer from allergies and chemical sensitivities.
The Air Tamer uses negative ion technology to create a stream of purified air that immediately
surrounds the upper portion of one's body. Now you can benefit from cleansing your airspace
with negative ions that have been enhanced by the novel Tri-Vortex Technology.
Try wearing the Tri-Vortex Technology treated Air Tamer when experiencing symptoms of a
cold, flu, or migraine headache and while having lung, throat or sinus congestion. You will be
impressed and amazed.
Do you want to relax and wind down? Inhale 22 deep cleansing breaths while wearing the TriVortex Technology enhanced Air Tamer.
The Air Tamer is ideal for keeping your personal
space clean and Tri-Vortex Technology enhanced
when traveling by airplane, train or bus. The TriVortex Technology enhanced Air Tamer is the best
available air purification at any price with
outstanding quality.
Wear the Air Tamer to create a cleaner zone of
healthier air while traveling or in other poor air
quality locations. The ultra-light miniature wearable
Tri-Vortex Technology enhanced Air Tamer is a
"must have item" for movie theaters, waiting rooms
or any confined areas where people congregate.

The Air Tamer has been tested best by the world’s largest independent test laboratory with up
to 110% more cleaning power than existing, well known competitors.
Advanced ionic technology emits a constant stream of healthy negative ions that force
airborne pollutants away from your personal space thereby helping to protect you against
harmful airborne pollutants. With over 20 continuous days of run time on one coin cell battery,
no filters to buy or clean and an attractive, discreet design, Air Tamer is a perfect travel
companion in this age of declining air quality.
Air Tamer’s design is incredibly versatile. You
may wear it around your neck (lanyard
included), clipped to your shirt or blouse
(includes integral clip) or stand it freely on a
nightstand once you reach your destinations so
the air around your pillow is cleaned.
Air Tamer comes complete with a lithium coin
cell battery and an ultra handy metal travel case
that has also been treated in the Tri-Vortex
Technology treatment chamber.
Enjoy clean air no matter where you are with
this discreet, MP3 player-sized ionic air purifier.
It reduces airborne pollutants, smoke, viruses
and allergens within a three-foot breathing
space, making it ideal for airplane travel.
Superior to a HEPA filter, it cleans down to
atomic-sized particles (0.3 microns) without fans or motors. Operates 22 days on one coin cell
battery (five batteries included with your order).

Smell & Taste Tests
Completing the smell and taste tests will convince you, your family and friends of the Air
Tamer's resounding success after being treated in the Tri-Vortex Technology treatment
chamber.
Directions for Tests
Pour two glasses of red wine, two glasses of balsamic vinegar and two glasses of distilled
water in a normal manner. Grape or a tart fruit juice can be substituted for the red wine.
Place three glasses (one sample of each liquid) into, a room with the door closed.
Place three glasses into second room with the door closed. Locate the Tri-Vortex Technology
treated Air Tamer three feet from and at the same level as the three glasses and run unit for
three minutes.
Turn off Air Tamer after three minutes Remove glasses quickly from the room and
immediately close the door so the ions will not infiltrate or transport to any other rooms.
Rapidly transport the three treated glasses into the first room with the untreated samples and
make sure the door is immediately closed so no ions could enter room.
Smell the untreated samples first and smell the treated samples second, Smell the untreated
samples a second time and then smell the treated samples a second time. Test the distilled
water samples first, test the wine samples second and test vinegar samples third.

Persons with a sensitive nose might detect a smell difference in the distilled water. However,
are there major differences in the smells and aromas of the wine and vinegar? When the
smell tests are complete, the next phase involves the taste tests
Taste the untreated samples first and taste the treated samples second. Taste untreated
samples a second time and taste treated samples a second time. Taste the distilled water
samples first, taste the wine samples second and taste the vinegar samples third.
Conclusion: Are there major differences in the tastes, textures and smoothness of the
untreated and treated distilled water, vinegar and wine samples?
The above tests can conducted a second time except have the Air Tamer placed 15 feet from
the liquid samples in closed room for five minutes. Are the results the same as the first set of
smell and taste tests?
Person who consume any amount of caffeine or nicotine at any kind of frequency may not be
able to successfully complete the smell and taste tests. Any amount of caffeine and nicotine
dull and deadens the smell and taste buds and sensors of one's body.
Have fun experimenting the Tri-Vortex Technology enhanced Air Tamer. Try the smell and
taste tests with solid foods. Smell and taste tests can also be conducted with the Air Tamer
metal case. Simply place treated liquid or solid food samples directly on the metal case that
comes with the Air Tamer. Try applying the metal case directly to a body part experiencing
discomfort or pain for three minutes to one hour.
To secure cost effective batteries go to
http://www.wholesaleforeveryone.com/ products/batCR2032generic.html

